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H. T. C. Wallops Lynchburg
Team To The Tune Of 47-14
A.

LARGE CROWD TURNS OUT TO
CHEER ENTHUSIASTICALLY
FOR GAME
The varsity basketball team added
another ~?alp to its collection when
Lynchbu 'g College sank to defeat with
a 47-14 -core las., nig.it on our court.
In spite of exam: looming on the horizon the \ftident body turned out to
cheer the team t.) vienry. The game
was placed smoothly without any
spectacular plays until Quisenberry
was put in the latter part of the sec-—ond quaiter. Although the game was
• not as cx:iung as previous games this
season, the purple and gold team ran
true to form in copping off the honors
for H. T. C.
Gordon and Hundley, members of
; the visiting team, played the outstanding game of the evening. The coach
of the Lynchburg team, Miss Caroline
C'Jack") V/'eems, sister of Dr. Weems,
is an alumr.a of H. T. C.
Lynchburg College is a new opponent for the Harrisonburg cagers, but
this gaii.o is the second encounter of
the seas .1, the other also having been
a victory, for our team.
Tomorrow night the varsity plays
Frederkksburg here. This game will
be the li..al game of the season, and is
anticipated with much interest. The
games with Lynchburg and Fredericksburg will mark the close of the
most successful basketball year that
H. T. C. ha3had since 1925.
Lineup:
Harrisonburg
Lynchburg
R. F.
Smith
Hundley
L. F^ Boveen"
_t
sea
Bell
C.
Rosen
Watkinr.
S. C.
Ralston
Large
R. G.
Miller
(Continued to Page 5, Column 2.)

Sophomores Greet
—St. Patrick On
Class Day
St. Patrick would have felt quite
at home on the campus of H. T. C.
today. Even if he hadn't noticed
the shamrocks, pipes, and tail hats
all over the place, and realized they
were colleens who were willing to explain,, ha would have'met plenty.
The day began at seven for every
Sophomore, and at seven fifteen the
Blue Stone dining hall was full of
them. Last year's babies had grown
remarkably well and looked very attractive in their white sport costumes
with short green socks and little
green berets.
A little later the Seniors appeared.
They looked most dignified in their
caps which they wore all day in honor
of their Sister Class.
The morning passed in classes almost as usual though there was an
unusual undercurrent of excitement.
Since it was their day, the Sophomores, of course, had charge of the
program in chapel. Delphine Hurst,
president o$ the class, presided, and
introduced the sponsors, Miss Marbut, Kathleen Pichett, and Mr. MeIllwraith, to the student body. After
this Harriet Pearson and Florence
Mitchell, dressed in Spanish costume,
sang a duet, and Eugenia Huff and
"Chick" Bottom gave a peppy illustration of the modern generation's "Gift
of Gab."
(Continued to Page It, Column 6)
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Hampton Quartette
Sang Here Saturday

CALENDAR—MARCH
■ 8 TO MARCH 26
Friday, March 8—Sophomore
Day . .
6:30."P. M. Literary Societies
8:00 P. M. Sophomore Play
Saturday, March 9—Game with
Fredricksburg, here.
«
Sunday, March 10—Y. W. C.'A.
Services.
Monday, March 11—6:30 P. M.
Choral Club
7:330 P. M. Swmming Contest
Tuesday, March 12—6:30 P. M.
Student Body Meeting
. 7:00 P. M. Glee Club
Thursday, March 14—6:30 P. M.
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Sophomores To End Class
Day With Good Production
Sophomores
Represented In
Versatile Activities

WHAT DOES IT MATTER? WILL
CONTRAST NEW AND OLD
CUSTOMS

. A most entertaining and extremely
amusing play will be the climax in
MANY IMPORTANT OFFICES DIS- the glorious" and happy celebration of
Sophomore Day at H. T. C. For weeks
TRIBUTED AMONG CLASS
the
Sophs have united their efforts
One of the most enjoyable enterMEMBERS
in
training
choruses and actors for
tainments was witnessed on Saturday
the
stunt.
Popular airs have been
night, March 2nd, in Walter- Reed
The Sophomore Class is well repreheard
both
in
the big and little gyma
Hall, when the Hampton Quartette
sented in all activities' on campus and
at
all
-times
of
the day and night
rendered a musical program. The
the qualities of the members is shown
Y. W. C. A. Services
when some of the girls were strugproof of much enthusiasm was shown
by the number of offices held by SophFriday, March 15—Exams close
gling to keep up with the music both
by the applause from both students
omores.
In the recent elections for
Spring Vacation!
in singing and steps. The success of
and visitors from Harrisonburg.
the major offices, the Sophomore class
Tuesday, March 19—Return
the presentation will be due to the
The quartette from Hampton Instimade an excellent showing. .
to College 10:00 P. M.
loyal efforts of the directors and
tute, Hampton, Virginia, is one of
Virginia Stark, our vice-president, splendid cooperation of every SophoFriday, March 22—Founder's
much merit. It has a very decided
is on. the student council, and was re- more.
Day.
place in the musical world, having
cently elected as secretary of student
Saturday, March 23 — Soph"What Does It Matter," is the title
traveled very extensively, and espegovernment.
omore Movie
of the production and is very approcially in the Southern Colleges, always
Tuesday, March 26—University
Mary Watt, who is business man- priate. The curtain opens upon a
receiving a most cordial welcome.
of Virginia Glee Club, here.
ager of the Breeze, will be the new 3cene in mid air. A chorus of beauTheir varied program consisted only
business manager of the Athletic As- tiful moonbeam birls burst thru a
of Negro spirituals and folk songs
sociation. She was a hiking councel- golden moon and welcome the audience
with one exception, very cleverly and
lor, and on the hockey team.
with a song.
The moonbeam girls
skillfully presented. The fact that
are:
Betty
Douthat,
Louise Mills, MarNancy
Trott,
will
be
the
next
Edthey sang without instrumental acgaret
Moon,
Lenora
Barrett.
itor-in-Chief
of
the
Annual.
She
is
companiment added all the more to
The
play
begins
with
a meeting of
now
on
the
Annual
StafL
the beauty of their selections.. Althe
past
generation
and
present genVirginia
Gilliam,
our'
treasurer,
is
though this was their second appeareration.
These
parts
are
taken by
the
new
business
manager
of
the
ance at Harrisonburg Teachers ColAnnual.
Margaret
Shackleford
and
Elizabeth
lege they created "Tots of excitement
CLASS MEMBERS ARE ACTIVE
Peake.
After
a
most
humorous
arguFrances
Snyder
is
business
manager
protraying a highness of worth" and
ment
these
two
in
regard
to
which
of
the
Debating
Club,
and
on
th«f
AND
SET
STANDARDS
value that amatuers could have never
Breeze staff. She is the new business possessed the best gifts for the world
IN SPORTS
done.
manager of the Breeze. ■
—they agree to let Father Time decide
The program was rendered,.,.in four
Nellie Cowan is business manager for them. Frances Steger takes the
The Sophomore. Class has always
divisions. The first two being entirely
of the Aeolian, and is the new Y. W. part of father time.
Negro Spirituals, the third being folk enjoyed a very prominent place in the Secretary.
The next scene is laid in the court
songs and going back to spirituals list of classes, which are foremost in
of
father time. The two men present
Jeannette
Ingle
is
the
new
Treasurfor the closing set.
...',, sports. While they have not startled er of the Y. W.
their
problem, and father time dethe campus world of sports, they have
Their most pleasing number was
Doris Bane and Virginia, Saunders clines to give any decisioin in the
excited favorable comment in every
one which had its origin back in the
matter until he has seen what each
are on the Student Council.
game which they have played, by their
middle ages when people danced at
Lillian Spain is vice-president of has to offer. Then follows the prenight around camp fires. The spirit fight and gamness. ■
the Aeolian Club.
sentation of music, travel, dancing,
in which this one selection, 'Juba"; As a Freshmen Class they made an
Elizabeth Brinkley is president of sports, fashions, and love of each of
wa3 given carried the audience un- (Continued to Page 6, Column S.) the Lanier Literary Society, and is the two generations before father
co'nsiously back in History and again
(Continued to Page 6, Column I.) time.
they saw customs of the past cen- CHORAL CLUB BANQET
In the end father time made the two
turies. Almost as pleasing were such
men
agree that neither was better
BREEZE SENDS
numbers as "Pharoah's Army Got _!: IS GREAT SUCCESS
than the other and "What Does It
DELEGATES TO PRESS Matter" anyway.
Drounded", "Joshua Fit the Battle of
The Choral Club—the largest musiJericho", "Heaben", "Swing Low
ASSOCIATION The final love scene and finale cornea
Sweet Chariot", and "Swanee River". cal organization on campus celebrated
as a great climax to the whole. Even
the Annual Banquet in the Bluestone
the
audience will catch the enthuasThey were introduced by Mr.
Much interest has been shown on
Dining Room, Friday, March 1st. The
iasm
and spirit of the production. The
PeLues who gave a very interesting
entire club colorfully attired in even- campus in representation of H. T. C. girls who will take part fax "What
sketch of the aims of Hampton Inat the annual convention of the Coloming dresses were present. Miss ShaefDoes It Matter?" are:
stitute and the splendid ways in which
fer, Miss Varner (and Miss Turner bia Scholastic. Press Association in
Frances Steger, Elizabeth Peake,
that school is working to cultivate and
were guests at the banquet. During New York City this-, .week-end. Here Nan, Henderson, Louise Mills, Leoneducate the colored voice.
are gathered representatives of High
the delicious dinner which was served,
ona Barrett, .Margaret Moon, Maran excellent program was rendered as; schools, Teachers Colleges, and Nor- garet Pusey, Lillian Timberlake, Betmal
Schools
from
all
over
the
United
v
follows: The Brook," "Come Where
States. Newspapers and other publi-!til! Douthat, Virginia Saunders, Marthe Lillies Bloom," and "Shoogy-shoo,"
cations will be judged and rated. The »aK* 2ir.ir.ons, Ruth Archibald, Grace
by a double quartet, choral club acBreeze ihi- year, has sent Phyllis Kerr. Margaret Odom, Emily Nunualcompaning. "Roses of Yesterday," by
Palmei, the new Editor-in-chief and '>", Elizabeth Oakes, Marion Pully.
Mary Gimbel and the choral club.
France; Snyder, the new Business . Vivian Engleman, Elizabeth Brinkley,
THURSDAY NIGHT BRINGS LEC- "Sweethearts, on' Parade" by ,a sex- Manager.
I Margaret Morris, Frances Lester,
tate- These .last ..two,, numbers were
TURE'ON JAPANESE POETRY
The nrv ntion h very helpful and | Margaret Kelley, Dot. Frey, Dorothy
r.ccompanied by Bobby McKim on the
inten. f ing. It is conducted at Colum- Stephen, Louise Coleman, Audrey Caspiano. During the banquet, Florence
sei, Dorothy Wheeler, Emma MantiY. W. Services—always with us— Reese gave a delightful toast to the bia ami a varied program to fill the
ply, Nancy Williams, Lois Klin, Jane
every Sunday, yet no matter how okl, choral club with the entire student- needs Of both phases of school publication work—the literary and the Parker, Louise Wine, Geneva Firethey are ever new. It Seems as tho body joining in.
!-.augh, Madeline Anderson, Margaret
this^Hodern generation would become
The 'standards of this organization busin: . — i:. being: carried out.
Might. Mary Smith, Evelyn Wilson,
One
of
fie
delightful
opportunities
tired of the old, would seek the new, have been raised a good deal during
Florence Mitchell, Lena Bones, Dorfor
the
representatives
of
Teachers
but-—t is always hard to find a seat the past two years, and'-has now some
othy Borum, Joanna Bradford, Mary
in the Y. W. C. A.
of the most talented girls on campus Colleg.' to discuss theiij problems will
Watt, Harriet Pearson, Doris Bane,
be
given
tonight
at
a
dinner.
The program given at the regular in" its ranks. The fact that this club
Anne Eyerette, P'lorence Stephenson,
Rou:<!
table
dseussions,
lectures
by
Sunday afternoon service is an ex- has recently been admitted to the
r'alsy Austin, Bertha Cleveland, Elizfamoi.
editors,
instructive
tours
and
cellent reason why our Y. W. services National Federation of Musie Clubs
abeth Ro<>t. Vivian Turner, H. W.
: nther__^ch .things are going .on,
are always well attended. This inter- demonstrates that^lt is being; recogLast yer.r, it will be remembered Adams, Eleanor McCartney, Helene
esting program was given under the nized nationally .as well as appreciated that the OreSM won second place' Dr.val, Joe Cundiff, Fan Bell, Marie,
leadership of Rose Hogge, who read on our own campus.. (
amonv all (he newspapers from Teach-1 Burnette. Hilda Levi, Virginia Stark,
the scripture and gave a brief prayer.
crs Oil."ro s and Normal Schools. It [Gertrude Jacobs, Margaret Mennin,
Anne Bulloch_ gave an excellent
is hoj o& that with the larger edition | "Toots" Christian, Lois Hines, Mary
reading, "Man and His Shadow,"
SCHOOLMA'AM
and other improvements this year's 3r.chacH. Tootr.ie Payn«, Jeanette
which was followed by a piano solo,
will receive recognition also. 'Ingle, Margaret Carr, Nellie Cowan,
SNAPSHOT CONTEST Rrrrze
"The Butterfly," beautifully rendered
The delegates left Harrisonburg Ruth Lassiter, Jeanette Duling, Lois
by Lclia Shipp.
CLOSES MARCH 15 Thursday night and are expected to Ellis, Grace Blalock, Bertha Pence,
return Monday morning.
Continued to Pag* t, Column *)
(Continued to Page 4, Column S.)
LARGE AUDIENCE HEAR AND
ENJOY RARE MUSICAL TREAT

Sophomores Win
High Places In
Athletics

Y. W. Programs
Ape Ever New

/
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POETRY

CHAMPION CLASS •"
SWIMMERS
DETERMINED MARCH 11

1
AS I SEE IT
Frances Snyder—Editor

Helen McNeeley—Editor

The class swimming meet is just
two days off now. It will start
GREETINGS FRESHMEN!!
SNOW
promptly at 7:30 this Monday night,
Greetings to the Freshmen!
The
snow
is
falling—large flakes
March 11. , The champion class in
TWO DOLLARS A YEAR
In the short time
scurry
and
dance
lightly and silently.
hockey has been determined and the
TEN CENTS A COPY
' That you've been with us
Soon the campus will be white. Hidclass basket bail games are being
We've discovered your worth.
eous scars and mud will be covered
EDITORIAL BOARD
played off now. This meet will end
We
think
you're
the
best
ever—
with beauty. On the boughs and
FRANCES SNYDER
class swimming, and determine which branches of every shrub, every green
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Here's
to
your
success!
Dot Frey
classes will hold first, second, and fir tree will rest a little pf the cold
Assistant Editor
Jane Campbell
Va. Guillian
third places.
Assistant Editor
whiteness.
Great ' grey blue-stone
Helen Duvall
HERE'S TO THE JUNIORS
The events of the meet will be: buildings rise magistically, hoary with
- Assistant Edito'r
Helen NcNeeley You've heard all types of songs of
(1) Free style dash—10 yd*.
"Poetry Editor
winter.
Corrugated red roofs show
...Nancy Trott
praise
(2) Breast stroke race—40 yds.
Literary Editor
traces of color. On the top of the hill,
Louise Mills Throughout your many college days—
(3) Racing back stroke—20 yds.
Society Editor
where in spring green grass and
Elizabeth Oakes But Juniors, though you've heard them
(4) Relay—free style. .
Department Editor
flowering apple trees meet the blue
Dorothy Wheeler
all
Intercollegiate Editor
(6) Relay—for form
sky, there will be nothing but a vf.gue
Evelyn Wilson We hope on ours we will not stall.
(6) Diving—advanced
Joke Editor
shiny whiteness fading into a ghosty
rrERs
(7) Plunge for distance
thick grayness. The tennis court*—
You're not our sister class, yet, you
Doris Bane
(8) Tardem backstroke
Sally MeCormick
what fairy tracing in the nets—:md
Have backed us up in quite a few
Virginia Stark
(9) Surface diving for form
Elizabeth King
on the high wire fence— i.v.ide a Held
Tight
places
when
we've
run
ashore,
Jane Campbell
(10) Diving—Intermediates
Virginia Thomas
of pure, untracked snow.
So
here's
to
you
for
ever
more.
Lois Hines
(11) Picking-up-objects race
Charlotte Hagan
Soon a bell -will ring, ^irls in gay
Madeline Anderson
And Juniors through the coming years (12)»lculling Race—20 yds.
Lena Bones
colored slickers, dark coats and brilGeneva Firebaugh
Sorrowed by our joys and tears
(13) Class stunt
Frances Steger
liant sweaters, will come out of every
Lois Hincs
The thoughts of you will make us glad **The winner of first place in each
Margaret Bottom
building. Girls with galcr.hes, laughNow aren't you pleased—we won't be event gets 5 points, winner of . scond
ing, joyous girls, pensive girls, excitplace, 3 points; and winner oi third ed girls. Snow sifting through curls
place, 1 point
and sparkling in the waves of every
Our space is gone, our pen is dry—
Another
important
feature
^of
the
bare head. Confusion, shouting, reThe call to work is on high—
CLASS DAY
But though our words are short and contest will be the winner of the Race joicing, many falls, long glides on the
Track. There is a roulette wheel slippery side-walks
-The snow
few
which
each girl spins once during each is falling—so silently. Soon the camV Some one, in criticizing class days Ycmarked that they were silly and Oh, Junior Class we sing to you.
practice. What ever event the arrow pus will be white
oid>Befved to further a feeling of class distinction and hatred. We do not
Dot Frey
-•
points to she has to do, and if it is
agree. It seems that today, the whole campus has become more aware of
F.
done successfully her class gets the
the class of '31 as a unit—surely such an awareness does not lead to hatred,
TO THE SENIORS
This is just ^
.
specified points for it. In this way
but to a feeling of pride, loyalty *nd respect from other members of the
There's a time to remember
A
line
or
so
the
four
classes
have
been
madly
racstudent doys. At H. T. C. each /Class has a day-all its own—a day to
A time to forget
)
To say Au Revoir
ing around the Race Track all the
demonstrate its personell, its capabilities. The fact that every class has • Things that we do
. But not good-bye
quarter. The class making the most
its day, serves to break down bars, because of mutual understanding and
Those we have met.
progress
will
get
10
points,
in
addition
As this is the
respect. •
;.
. '■.
When lonesome, we remember
Last time I
to its points won in the meet; second
Since the Sophomore class, is one of the graduating classes^-some of
The best we have met
Will have to fill
place gets 7 points, third 'place 4
it- members may never have a chance again to show their pride of their
When
gay
or
in
anger
IJp space
points, and fourth place 1 point.
class—this is a sad thought, but this thought alone would justify the exisWe sometimes forget.
A
job about-Which
The following is a tentative list of
tence of a class day.
—
'I
have.often
those on the class teams: Sell tors—
Tis very well said
Surely, Tt Is brave sight to see the green and white costume—a little
And publically
K. Harris, E. Kendrick, S. Kent, E.
Yet
can
be
untrue
frivolous perhaps—but, signifying loyalty to Alma Mater—on our Blue Stone
Lamented.
R. Wills, J. Foley,, C. Elsea, E. KKirkIn one case we know
Hill.
However, I have
This philosophy won't do.
Jiitiiorx—'I. Garrison, J. Knight, I.
The Sophomore class has shown in its brief two years at this college
Enjoyed all of it
Hicks, N. Vincent, E. Hoolcy, E.
that it has all the sterling qualities to be desired. Its members, are versatile
And hope that
Neither
gaiety
of
spirit
Smith, E. fiavis, G. Pittman, V. Mcund talented in their interests. They have established of their own accord,
At times
Nor anger at heart
Donald.
high standards, not only in what they have undertaken, but in their conduct
It has served
Can erase the memory
Saphomores—E. Wilson, V. Stark,
and their attitudes.
To amuse you.
The Seniors have wrought.
N. Trot, D. Wheeler, M. Dryden, M.
. Since many Sophomores are leaving in June, they leave also a challenge
—Frank
JLeGrande, D. Hurst, B. Bishop,- K.
lo the membeis of their class who will remain for two more years. A challenge
The Soph color, green
Bird, J. Alexander B. Douthat, J.
to carry.on; a challenge to keep the pride and the standards of the class
ON MARCH FIRST
Bows low on one knee
Ingle.
•
of '31, always on the same high level to which they have been held heretofore.
Mary—O Mary! Why doesn't she
To the majesty of purple
.. Freshmen—J. Duke, F. Ralston, F. come? I am dying of anticipation, T
Pride of H. T. C,
Kagey,
J. Newbill, K. Wherret, V. can't wait—I shall go myself—No—I
TAKE INVENTORY
Atkins,
C.
Pennington, E. Carter, V. shall wait—but—then if I get it I shall
Sister class our fidelity
Do you believe that the class is run by a clique? Do you believe it takes
Brocketh,
M.
Swartz, R. SaMos, L. be happy so much quicker—gosh—the
Can be your trust
"pull" to become a member of campus organizations? Do you feel that noKearney.
suspense—I will go. I'm afraid I
Accept our devotion
l>ody pays any attention to you—that you merely attend classes at this inlook—O! I just met him Sunday—
The
meet
will
run
off
by
the
PhysFor hear us you must.
stitution, but have no particular place except that of onlooker?
those eyes—those lips—that smileicalEducation
majors
of
the
332
class;
Helen Duvall
We believe that there is something wrong if you feel this way. An adwith Miss Rath as supervisor, and Say is this—0! What's today—its—
justment should be made somewhere, and though we hate to mention this,
headmanager. The meet promises to er—it's Thursday—Thur—sday—This
WHEN SOPHOMORES-!!
there is just a possibility that you yourself are at fault
be very exciting and interesting. Be isn't Thursday—gee! I'm all off—but
Ever ready willing too
sure to be there to help your class it seems it ought to be—ages have
Of course no one but you can decide whether or not this is true, fior Are the Sophomores kind and true
passed, my hair ought to be grey,
nobody ever really understands us as we do ourselves.
win.
You will find them gay and free
probably by time I get there it will be
If you really are dissatislied, and truly want to find out whose fault it Fighting for old H. T. C.
•Sunday—yesterday—thi3 is Tues:s, we believe that answering the following Questions honestly and without
day—No
use going it can't be—O!
As Freshman you have seen them
reservation may help you come to a decision.
well
another
lonly night—but tomorOf course tome of them may hurt—they hurt us terribly when we tried Full of pep and Tots of vim,
row—gosh
I
am
so silly I shall po and
Striving calmly on and on
them on ourselves, but they helped too.
see—Hi
there—Mary!
where have you
On Friday, March the first the chapHoping for some brighter morn.
Do you take part in, the open discussions at class meetings or do you
el program was in charge of the Blue been. Down town? and I've been
wait until alter tne meeting is over and you are on your way back to the As Juniors they will stand
Stone Orchestra, conducted by Pro- waiting for you to com<? back from—
To greet some brighter band
dormitory beioie making your remarks?
what! Yes I'll see for you—my goodfessor Harman of Harrisonburg.
When a girl suggests something you don't approve of for the class to And a bigiold sister be
The program consisted of several ness all this waiting—she didn't tell
do, do you te;l her that you don't approve and why—or do you suffer in To the Freshmen at H. T. C.
well selected and interesting select- me she wouldn't be there! What matsilence until yuu are talking to some of your particular friends? There may Seniors I dare not call them
ions, the first of which was the "Jolli- ters anyhow? He will not dir.nppoint
be an angle to the situation that she does not see, and a few suggestions Thought they will be looking trim
fication March."
Then followed an me—said he wouldrHt at least—I'll try
j rom you mightidear the whole thing up. Criticism given behind a person's For 'tis the Seniors who go
old favorite "Love's Dream After the to believe—Lor, what a crowd. I'll
oacK is seldom constructive or helpful.
And never return you know.
Ball." The third selection was "Am- never get there—Such a jam—My—
Or do you attend class meetings and thus keep up with what your class So I'll just call them Sophomores,
aryllis" rendered as a string quartet. My—But there it IS! I knew it. He's
1
is doing? If you aren't interested in what it does, then perhaps you might The peppiest class of the four,
Those playing were Mjss Virginia such a dear—great feelin—so dependsuggest something interesting for it to do.
Rath, Frances Hughes, Ola Pettersorf, able. Heck! it won't come open—the
Hail to them along their way
. If you are asked to do a piece of work that takes time, or that you don't Since this you know is SOPHOMORE and Madeline Hinkel. Then followed combination-WHAT IS IT? I'LL
NEVER get it open—gee! what pushquite fancy, are you too busy to do it? Do you have a headache, have a test
the "Southern Fire Brigade."
DAY!!
ing—only one in there—can it be mine
next day, have a date, or have to write term paper?
After
much
persuasion
the
orchestra
Helen McNeeley
:■„ 0.1. couise all these are legitimate excuses sometimes—but even term
played the "Senior March" for the —Hope so—but Mary always gets
papers can't come but so often or they wouldn't be term papers.
student body to leave the auditorium one—but there—open—LETTER, Ah!
its mine—Oooooooo! —
Do you vote blindly on class questions without bothering to find out what
by.
Say! did you ever have your long
;'ou are voting for?
looked
for letter to be a BILL?
(Continued from Page 1, Column 6.)
Do you always followthe majority? If you do, you are libable to get lost
Helen McNeeley
in the crowd.
The junior class delightfully enter- Elizabeth Martin, Margaret Keilley,
Do you always go in with the minority just to be different? In that case tained the Lynchburg College team Kennie Bird, Bridgewater Dennett,
it is sometimes better to be lost in the crowd once in a while.
with a dance in the little gym Thurs- Katherine Fagan, Margaret Ruth
SCHOOLMA'AM
There are a number of other questions which we don't think of at the day night.
Roberts, Florine Collins, Charlotte
present time. No doubt you can think of a number of them. Ask them to
SNAPSHOT CONTEST
Did the girls have fun? That's Hagan, Elizabeth Peyton, Margaret
yourself, and answer them hon^tly,, no matter what the result may be.
what they said, if you asked them.
Powell, Elizabeth Davis, Elizabeth
CLOSES MARCH lb
IF
These are merely suggestions. After all, as we have said before, no one
The team was guests of the junior King, Emily Gill, Maxine Dryden,
Hand in groups of six now.
can decide but yourself, and after all there may not be such a lot to decide.
class while they were on campui.
Nancy Cecil, Harriet Edwards.
Member of Columbia Sckolatlie Prett Ateoeiatwn.

Editorial

ORCHESTRA PLAYS
IN CHAPEL FRIDAY

LYNCHBURG TEAM
ENTERTAINED HERE

*
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Anne Ragan's guest was Raymond
Harrions/
D. FyWhite from Manchester, N. H.
came to see Pat Gunter .

CHANGES"
NOTED LECTURER
SPEAKS IN CHAPEL

T

TS

WEEK EI\D TRIPS

f

Pearl Scott went to her home in
Port Republic.
Mildred Antrim was the guest of
her parents in Waynesboro.
Bertha Pence spent the week-end it
her home in North River.
Regina Forrer was the guest of her
parents in Stuarts Draft.
Frances Kagey went to her home in
Locus
Grove.
■ i
Frances B. West was the guest of
her parents in Locust Grove.
Rubee Cawood went to Washington.
Roberta McKin was the guest of her
parents in Luray.
Virginia Hamilton visited in Port
Republic.
/Chloe Booth was the guest of M. B.
Dunlop in Staunton.

EXCHANGES AND

On Wednesday, February twentyseventh, the Chapel program consisted of a talk by Dr. Frederick Libby.
His subject was "America's Place in
the World."
Dr. Libby stated that America
would be dominating the world fifty
years from the present time.
Its
power cannot be equaled by any other
nation either in man power, construction of man implements, or any other
military functions. .
He pointed out that the world has
been made a place of danger because
of the increase in the population of
the world, the development of empires,
nations economic rivalry, and the Versailles Treaty.
Dr. Libby brought out clearly that
education is the process by which the
world is to be led. By educating the
younger generation there will be instilled in their minds the idea of world
fellowship. However, it is only a
question of time as to whether America will lead the world into another
World War or to World Peace.
The speaker's last plea was to urge
American students as future leaders
of the world to think deeply upon the
subject which means everything to the
future happiness of humanity.

The Flat Hat: College of William and
Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia.
Perhaps the co-ed on the campus
are waxing tempermental and headstrong with the coming of the Spring,
but for some deep mysterious reason
the Spring production of the Theta
Alpha Phi, National Dramatic Fraternity, will be William Shakespeare's
"Taming of the Shrew."
The good influences of the play may
be expected to have some effect on the
girls, and warn them against a fate
likened to that of the "Shrew!1; but no
doubt the modern co'eds would laugh
at such methods as employed by the
cave man husband of the Shrew,
laugh, and say—"Act your age-nub."

*esm

BOOKS REVIEWED
AND CRITICIZED
Nancy Trott—Editor
Old Pybus by Warwick Deeping
"His life was gentle, and the elements so mixed in him, that nature
might stand up and say to all the
world—This was a man."
Verily like the mountains he stood
steadfast, strong, and mighty in a
shrinking world; white capped mountains, snow white coverings of purity
and truth; age old mountains of
beauty born of the wear and tear of
a universe, of the suffering of a world;
high, high mountains stretching like
Gothic towers up—up to the throne of
Godl
_

Kennie Bird spent the week-end at
her home in Mt. Jackson.
Elizabeth Downey Visited in Edlnburg.
Shirley.Miller went to her home in
Edinburgh
Mile1 red Heath accompanied Mary
John Julian Apostasius Pybus, a
Neff to her home in Lacey Springs.
little man with a big white head, a
Ehjr.nor Wrenn was the guest of
precious parcel-oh how precious to
her parents in Edinburg.
mankind—even tho' it was in a rather
The Richmond Collegian: The Uni- small package, or so he proved to be
Agros Weaver spent the week-end
versity of Richmond, Richmond, Va. a bewildered grandson.
at her home in Staunton.
Fired with
Handbookswill soon be all the rage the zeal that comes only from a realGeraldine E.irdin went home to
at Richmond, sq there is no danger ization of what we ourselves are capTom'r Brook.
whatsoever of any stray collegian go- able of accomplishing, Lance Pybus,
E. Kinsey was the guest of Mrs. C.
ing astray.
Every Who? What? grandson, found in John Julian,
N. Clarkson at her home in Staunton.
When? and Why? will be answered in grandfather, an ideal. . And to Old
Ma.y Neff spent the week-end at
this small size pocket volume, and one Pybus this grandson seemed to be
her home in Broadway.
cannot but stop and wonder how this heaven-sent to heal a raw old wound
Bertha Jenkins was the guest of her
GUESTS ON CAMPUS
can possibly be accomplished.
We caused by the narrow selfishness of
parents in Luray.
await anxiously the publishing of the two shallow minded sons.
* Gladys Kaylor accompanied Mary
Larry Borden came to see Elizabeth
handbook so we may see the result.
Newton to her home in La.cey Springs.
John Julian had a fiery nature, a
Martin.
Mary Lee Kobbins visited Mr.
deep
passionate truth-loving life philoCharles Barbe from Strasburg visitFalls.
*
The Rotunda, State Teachers College sophy that looked for the beautiful
May Smelser went to her home in ed Lucy Keller.
Farmville, Virginia.
and found it "The Venerable" Lance
Don Saunders was entertained by
Compton.
When naught along your dark and called him—Lance who saw the man
LEE LITERARY SOCIETY
Eli-abeth Rhoades was the guest of Othelda Mitchell.
lovely way
behind the hotel porter, who saw the
Marguerite
Goodman
had
as
her
Catherine Crim. _^_______
Of comfort or of solace seems to lend: soul beneath those deep blue eyes.
HAS
BUSINESS
MEETING
Mabel Botkins spent the week-end guest Paul Haldeman.
Behold, a star sends forth a gleaming
Lance was a boy quick to' see. It
Peyton Berry was Margaret Rickat hor home in Churchville.
The regular Lee meeting which was
ray
is
because of this vivid vision of his
ett's
guest.
Mary M. Neff went to her home in
held in Room D was devoted to the God sends a friend. J. M. Tabb.
that
the book, perhaps, came to be
Jessie McNiel visited Lillian Derry.
Broadway.
election
of
officers.
The
following
written.
He left his home, his father,
Lillian Timberlake was the guest of Jimmie Rogers was the guest of were elected—Edna Brown, President;
The
Exponent:
Northern
State
Teachand
his
mother
to search in a' Lon
Florence Johnson.
her SJcter in Stuarts Draft.
Marianna Duke, Vice President: Betflat
for
the
realization
of his
ers
College:
Aberdeen,
South
DaWilliam
Keller
from
Toms
Brook
iis w
Lida Henton was the guest of her
ty Bishop, Secretary; Margaret KelDown
thro'
poverty,
disappo:
kota.
was
entertained
by
Beatrice
Beydler.
parent:; in Melrose.
ly, critic; Evelyn Wilson, SergeantIt seems as though the following sorrow, despair, and darkness
Peyton Harrison came to see Edna
Elizabeth Wine visited in Lacey
at-arms; and Vivian McDonald, rhyme was written just for the Sop- low Lance to the feet of his granaCrenshaw.
Springs.
Chairman of the Program Committee. homore Breeze. Let'er rip!
father—a grandfather who helps him
Dot Townshend entertained Billy
Florence Collins went to her home
Emma Clemens, the Treasurer, serves
The
Spotlight
up with that silent touch of underBallard.
in Staunton.
the whole year. At this time nomi- Take me to a Sophomore dance
standing so essential yet so hard to
Borbin
Porter
came
to
see
Dot
Margaret Martz . was a miest of
nees were made for the Alpha offices And let me there make Whoopee
find in this hustling, jabbering- world,
Smithers.
Miss Martz.
and these were Marianna Duke and I'd give my kingdom for a chance
who tramps the demon out with him
Harry
Beverley
from
V.
P.
I.
visitj . Anne Trott spent the week-end
Edna Brown for President and Julia To go to such a party.
thro'
the rain and wind; a granded
Jane
Lightner.
her home in Fort Defiance.
Duke far Secretary-Treasurer.
The spirit that is in the air
Mark Pottage was entertained by
father who comforts with Christ-like
Lida Armentrout went to her home
Is the kind that makes things cheery: understanding, and who down in his
Frances Bass.
in Lacey Springs.
LIBRARY
RECEIVES
For all the people who are there
Stacher Hoff was Jerome Garver's
Nancy Williams was the guest of
heart, rises above his sorrow in a
Have the qualities of Whoopee!
guest.
her parents in Broadway.
NEW
ADDITIONS
heartful prayer of thankfulness that
Kathryn Barham had Roland WalCatherine Crim spent the week-end
this
visionary child has found light
ker as her guest.
at her home in New Market.
Have you noticed the new additions PAGE LITERARY
Ward
Williams
of
Harrisonburg
thro'
blackest night.
/"
Florence Johnson was the guest of
to the library?
SOCIETY
ELECT
was
Betty
Barnhart's
guest.
Mrs. J. M. Rinker.
Warwick Deeping shows us once
There are some new chairs and anCarlyle Hortz from V. P. I. visited
Rebecca Jennings spent the weekNEW
OFFICES
more
the relation between the past and
other
table—which
will
certainly
be
end at the home of Mrs. W. 0. Kagey. Sarah Brooks.
useful
to
prevent
the
crowded
condipresent, the difference between infatCharlie James was entertained by
Phyllis Palmer was the guest of
tions there. Seven hundred and thirty
As has been the custom in previous uation and love, the reward of diligent
Jave
Lightner.
Amelia Derkins in Brookewood.
Gladden Hook's guest was Charter nine new books were added in Febru- quarters, the Pages elected their offi- search and the privilege of labor.
Isabelle Duval visited in Staunton.
ary. Fiction, texts, peotry, every cers Friday night at the regular meetVirginia Atkins went to Staunton. Chew.
kind.
As Sir Francis Bacon says, ing to serve for next quarter. Every- With him we are made to think
Randolph Markley from Staunton
Mary Dunn was a guest of Miss
"Histories make philosophy, , and: one put on her thinking cap and the penetrating thoughts which reach the
came to see Dorothy Borum.
Henkel.
William Downey visited Elizabeth moral, grave logic and retoric. officers were Janet Biedler, President; very depth of humanity's motives we
Ellen Moore spent the week-end .at
Students at H. T. C. will be able, thru Cenevieve Ckvenger, Vice President; are shown youth at its worst and
Brinkley.
Tom's Brook.
the
wide scope of learning from the j Mildred Rhodes. Secretary: Florence
A. T. Ewing was the guest of Milyouth at ita best; we see suffering in
Martha Wilson went to Fort Defibooks
in the library, to make them- i Mitchell. Treasurer; Eve Bargelt, Serdred
Goodwin.
ance.
its daily round of weary irksome duty,
s
H. J. Tardy from Lexington was selves marvellously well-rounded. geant-at arms; and Elizabeth KamHenrietta Sparrow was the guest of
life as it is in its fulness of exquisite
Note,
too,
as
you
enter
the
library,
the
insky,
Critic.
The
nominees
for
the
entertained by Virginia Nuchols.
Francos Cabell.
display
rack—for
the
newest
books
are
Alpha
Literary
Society
offices
were
reality, end Death as a mystery thro'
Bennie Goodloe Jr. came to see Mar!
K. N. C. Harris spent the week-end
made. These were Elizabeth Coons, whaee dimness the "Venerable" was
placed
there
to
call
them
to
your
atgaret Glass.
at Timberville.
Pro ident; and Jane Campbell, SecreOthelda Mitchell entertained John tention.
not afraid to tread alone.
Annabel le Beazeley was the guest of
tar-.-Trc.surer.
Wilson.
Mrs. Whitmbre.
Alma Baker spent the week-end at John Smith came to see Doris Petty. FRESHMAN CLASS
DINNER PARTY
Charles Davis from W. & L. visited
her home in North River.
ENTERTAIN TEAM LANIES LITERARY
Lucy
Marston.
Elizabeth King visited in WaynesSOIETY DISCUSSES
Don Sanders was entertained by
boro.
Harriet Ullrich and Margaret
The Fredericksburg girls were enSHORT
STORY
Groveen Pittman went to her home Marie Gwaltney.
Moore
were hostesses at a delightful
Edward Van Lear was Lucille Gill- tertained tonight by a dance in the
in Luray, Va.
little gym by the freshman class. The
dinner party in Spotswood on Sunday
Madeline Anderson was the guest of espie's guest.
color schemes will be carried out in j Throughout the quarter the Lan- night. The color scheme of purple and
Kathleen, Temple had Boubon Row
her parents in Winchester, Va.
Easter decorations. Peter Rabbit is ' ier.; hive been discussing the types of
as
her
guest.
gold Yvas carried out by the plates and
Eleanor McCartney accompanied
arriving early to greet our campus literature and at the last meeting the
Harry Beverley of V. P. I. visited
sho;' story was discussed.
A very place cards. Later in the evening the
Ken Bird to her home in Mt. Jackson,
guests.
H. W. Adams.
into re sting program was given which
Va.
Peppy music, which dancing feet con i ted of "The Characteristics of guests joined in making candy. Those
Jean Bricker spent the week-end at Betty Douthat entertained Teddy
find it impossible to resist, will make the Fhort Story" by Nan Henderson invited were Misses Helen Lee, Julia
Moubay. ,
her home in Shenandoah, Va.
the
evening a delightful one.
Elizabeth Martin's guest was John
and the ''Outstanding Short Story Duke, Frances Shelton, Elizabeth
Mary Hopkins went home to ElkDuring
intermission
a
costume
Martin.
Wri-ers" by Margaret Simmons. Jones and Patsy Alliston.
ton.
stunt
will
be
given
by
members
of
the
R.
S.
Smith
from
Staunton
came
to
MaJ'tcret added to the interest of the
Catherine Guthrie was the guest of
class.
The
"Plantation"
clog
will
be
see
Gladys
Hawkins.
met !-•: by reading the short story,
Miss Hoffman at her home in Woodgiven
by
Virginia
Strailman,
Mary
Holbert
Allison
was
the
guest
of
"Hi
\ It Happened" by Coran Doyle.
SCHOOLMA'AM
stock.
..
Farinholt,
Pattie
Fitzhugh,
Anne
LyMary
0.
Smith.
At
the
conclusion of the program Bess
Agnes Weaver was the guest of her
SNAPSHOT CONTEST
Harry Moore was entertained by on Sullivan, Frances Rolston and Kit- COY i i I Fan Bell were nominated
parents in Staunton.
ty
Wherret.
Anna
Mendel
dressed
in
for President and Secretary-TreasJeanette Duling accompanied Ken Mariana Duke.
CLOSES MARCH 15
Jack Boykin from Shenandoah Col- an old fashioned costume will give a urer respectively of the Alpha LiteBird to her home.
Hand in groups of six now.
ukelele solo.
rary Society.
Virginia Hunter visited in Dayton. lege visited Martha Mason.
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(Continued from Page 1, Column 1)
The climax of the whole day came
SMALL TOWN
with the formal dinner served to the
,
OR BIG CITY
COLLEGE MEANTS
class at six o'clock in the Blue Stone
"College
society
as
understood
in
the
dinning hall. Sometime during the
AND COMMENTS
| East is scarcely heard of at the Uni- short period between the last afterThe ideal town '.never embraces
Dot Wheeler— Editor
more than forty thousand folks," says
versity of Illinois," says Francis C. noon class and dinner, the little girls
Meredith Nicholson, famous Hoosier
Coughlin, in the April College Humor. had grown up into young ladies, and
TOM SAYS:
"There is no charmed circle of ex- the white dresses, green socks and
writer,
in
the
April
College
Humor.
We see where the East Carolina
"This
is
the
largest
aggregation
clusive fraternities—there are vastly berets had been exchanged for for"I guess I was dyed green
Teachers College is going on the air
among
whom
one
may
think
to
good
too
many Greek letter houses to make mal evening dresses. However the
each Monday night. Their plans will
along with the socks."
purpose,
belong
to
a
first-class
quarpossible
a monopoly of wealth and tal- same good class spirit was carried
he complete h the near future.
It
tet,
organize
picnics
in
the
chigger
ent
in
any
select group of manageable I over, and everybody had a delightwill be interesting to "listen in' and
size.
Furthermore, personal aloof-, ful time.
hear the interesting activities of an- scawn and take Mary, .the beautiful .cashier in the Elite Motion Picture
ness is not counted a virtue at Illinois; j The day is over except for the
Count 'tml
other college.
Theater, to the annual ball of the
Madeline Anderson in during her it is considered an ill-mannered vice.' stunt, but it was an unqualified sucPioneer Club without causing scandal.
Men freely smile away a second in- cess, so after all now "What Does
The Sophomore spirit of E. C. T. C. My only complaint of my home town Practice Teaching gave an assignment
troduction. They speak after a first It Matter."
U vary evident from the fact that —Indianapolis—is that it has insisted for a compositiija of not less than meeting. Rather frequently they speak
their largest meeting during this year on increasing its population so rapidly. fifty words. She received this paper before. A newcomer's formal al(
from her star pupil.
was held oa a rainy night. Sophs,
SCHOOLMA'AM
legiances, good or bad, are little taken
I am not a salaried booster for
cat
"Nellie &een a dog chase her
let us "never mind the weather"
into
account;
he
is
politely
heard,
the Corn Belt but as a native son of an she said here
SNAPSHOT CONTEST
either.
-.
freely and frankly answered, and acthat area 1 have given a great deal
Kitty Kitty Kitty Kitty Kitty
CLOSES MARCH 15
cepted and dismissed on the basis of
of thought to the desirability of resKitty
Kitty
Kitty
Kitty
Kitty
Hand in groups of six now.
The University of North Carolina idence in other parts of the republic.
his own contentions. This is someKitty Kitty Kitty Kitty Kitty
boya must now stand on the curb to Once I though I saw the Colorado
times called democracy.
Kitty Kitty Kitty Kitty Kitty
hail a ride. Any violator of this law mountains beckoning me, but the blue
"Money in Champaign-Urbana
Kitty Kitty Kitty Kitty Kitty
is sabjeet to «ne. They are lueky at sky was too much for me; I got so
means comparatively little.
The
NEED PRINTING?
Kitty Kitty Kitty Kitty Kitty
that, area't they?
homesick for Indiana's slush and the
smoothest
date
on
the
campus
can
be
Programs, Tickets, Menus, FoldKitty Kitty Kitty Kitty Kitty
fried chicken out to old Aunt Mary's
quitely adequately marfaged on three
ers, Circulars, By-Laws, BookKitty Kitty Kitty Kitty Kitty
The Koanoke College boys plan their that I beat it back at the earliest
lets, Briefs,—Everything from
dollars.
Automobiles,
always
a
ready
Kitty Kitty Kitty Kitty Kitty
Mother's Day celebration the twenty- opportunity. And here I remain in
Card to Catalog
source
of
collegiate
eminence,
are
Kitty Kitty Kitty Kitty Kitty
THE GARRISON PRESS
seventh of April so that their moth- spite of jobs tendered me in Boston
barred at Illinois by a faculty order.
E. Elizabeth St.
ers can be with them. We hope they and New York and two chances to
Harrisonburg
::
Virginia
, "Student discipline is strict. In
Anne
Proctor
(at
Stratford
Play):
have a splendid time.
put myself on Uncle Sam's payroll
general the dean is more concerned
"Are all ships made of iron?"
as a diplomat.
Western Reeerve University stuDot Wheeler: "Yes, all except the with sinful action than with grave
^ "The search for the right door of
scholastic deficiencies. Yet there are
deata are also highly elated at having opportunity is part of the adventure wood work."
few student rebels. At most there is
a "week-end cabin." May they enjoy of life.
The youth of the nation
At our recent Fire Drill, held dur- only a wide-spread prevalence of untheirs a* much a* we hope to enjoy our
begin to debate it before school days ing falling weather, our sedate Eliz- expressed dissent. Somehow the boys
TRYGuP PARCEL P0575ERVICE
camp.
arc over. The farm boy—like his abeth Root was heard to say, "We are manage to enjoy themselves. As to
PHONE *74^^6ON.MAINST.
cousin from the small town—is often
"Teaching runs in the blood," says disposed to think a little contemptu- having a regular Scotch fire cause we the girls—a corollary. There are
Had to wait for a rainy nite to put the roughly seventy-five hundred men to
HARRISONBURG, VA.
one university. It has a student whose
ously of his sire for having spent fire out."
thirty-five
hundred
women.
One
would
total number of relatives in that prohis life in a small community. He
guess that the dean of women has
fession reaches twenty-three.
We
thinks he would prefer to live in a
Dclphino:
"Nellie,
I
made
the
Lee
lor herself a time of it.
agree with the university.
THOMPSON'S
metropolis where he could have free Society."
"The great public profession of colswing at a long list of shows every
BEAUTY SHOPPE
Nellie Cowan; "Why didn't you join legiate faith occurs during the footThe Lynchburg College paper sugFinger and Marcell Waving
night and where nobody is likely to one that was already on Campus?"
gests that Student Government .Assoball season. Illinois team* are laPermanent Waving
annoy him by stopping Mm on the
ciations use common sense instead of
90 E. Market
Phone 625-R
mentably rough (not vicious), me.street to ask ahout his Uncle Tobias'
1st Soph (observing a passing class- chanically trained, and a hard team
creeds.
It sounds reasonable since
rheumatism. He is sick of the small mate) : "That girl has a magnetic
circumstances alter cases.
It also
on any man's side lot. The Illinois
town
stuff.
points out that men are more prone to
personality."band wins and deserves praise; with
NEW VICTOR RECORDS
"But if you feel the call to do
Johnny Marvin fsintfs
do this than women.
2nd Soph; "She ought to; every- its two hundred and fifty pieces, it
— "Sweethearts on -Paraile"
great things for mankind, the AriieTi= thing she has on is charged."—Ex- furnishes the most impressive show
Where the Shy Little Violets Grow"
Helen Kane sings
"A rose among thorns?" A fair co- .an small city or town offers' abun- change.
the conference affords. On October
'#
"Don't Be Like That"
ed. Frances Field, at the University dant opportunities for you to give
"Me and the Man In the Moon"
days it comes oato the field and move*
of Washington, is studying engineer- yourself a try out. You'can start a
Mamma: "What do you say to the into alignment for the huge block 'IINEW DANCE RECORDS
"My Suppressed Desire"
ing aa a preliminary course to a ma- jlean-up movement every spring (and nicy man who gave you the apple."
lini,' some sixty yards of rigid men,
"Halcin' Whoopee"
get yourself heartily disliked lor your
jor in aviation, and aeronautics.
"Until You Get Somebody Else"
Daughter: "Peel it."—Exchange.
to the strains of Hail to the Orange.
enterprise) just as successfully in a
"Here Comes My Hall and Chain"
A few minutes later the stands rise
«Tn> Bringing a Red Red Roaa"
A new way to make money has been small town as in a big one. And if
"Come West Little Girl Come West"
Mr. Mcllwraith: "Why is it that for the first kick-off of the second
"Where the Shy Little Violets Grow"
found by the University of Oregon comfort and happiness are" the chief rsilini is so capable of handling half: 'Oskee-wow-wow* it barks out
"1 want a Daddy to Cuddle Me"
goal
of
the
poor
old
bumat)
race,
Victort Excliuive Dealer
students.' Four shoe-shine stands
across the field. "Skinney-wow-wow,"
■
l
ed
affairs?"
VALLEY BOOK SHOP
were operated during one day in order these are more easilly attainable
Virginia Stark: "Because he was a slamming echo. 'Illinois—Illinois
to earn money for the purchase of a where you can walk to your job than
—yeay!' let every friend join in right
raised
on spaghetti."
radio for the infirmary. This shows where you've got to be mashed in a
lustily. Let every foeman look to himsubway to get there."
splendid spirit.
Emily Gill: "Jo, what's the big idea self."
"The Best in Drug Store Mer.
chandise and The Finest in
of studying so hard for exams?"
Hazing is taboo also at Ohio State
Drug Store Service"
Joe Cundiff: "I didn't get a seat on ALL AMERICAN TEAM
except for the informal initiation in SOPHOMORE SPONSORS
REILLY
DRUG COthe fraternities which is limited to
ARE ENTERTAINED the front row."
IS CHOSEN
Incorporated
thirtystx hours. It seems that in the
Kavanau^h Hotel Annex
Maude Smith (reading poetry
near future hazing will be a thing of
For the first time in sports history,
On Friday night March 1, the Sop- aloud): "God made woman lovely."
tine past.
an
All-American basket ball team has
Mary
Watt:
"God
made
me."
homores entertained their sponsors at
been
selected.
Northern Sta^e Teachers College the Blue Bird Tea Room. The class
Mr. Hanson: "What people are
colors
were
carried
out
in
the,,
table
Joe Godfrey, Jr., Sports Editor of
draws attention to a school song conCollege Humor and well known sports
Now Showing
test m a unique way. At the end of decorations and a delicious dinner was scattered all over the earth?"
Class (in chorus): "Pedestrians."
authority, with the cooperation of 200
a column, here and there, they run served. The spirit of the Sophomore
New Spring Dresses
Class was certainly displayed by our
college basket ball coaches has done
the question, "School song ready?"
Evelyn Wilson (to R. Y. returning for basket ball in his All-American
little mascot who entertained the com$5.00 t0 $39.50
pany delightfully during the dinner. from Rawley Springs) : "0 nub, I'm selections what Walter Camp did in
W'oen one hears the word football,
Those present were Miss Marbut, glad you got back! Somebody said starting the annual choosing of Allone usually pictures rows of bleak
Kathleen Pichett, Mr. Mcllwraith, that some idiot had fallen over the American college football teams. Mr.
bleachers full of shivering and madly
Delphine rlurstj Lena Bones, Virginia cliff and I just knew it was you."
Godfrey traveled all over the country,
> IIIns individuals. At William and
Gilliam, Madeline Anderson, Betty
seeing as many of the major quinMary, however will be seen sunny
Prof. "I'll give you one day to hand tets in action as possible, and for the
Douthat and Virginia Stark. At the
bleachers full of madly yelling but
rest he has relied upon the composite
comparatively warm individuals yell- oiK'lu.-io.i of the dinner the group in that paper."
attended
the
Dramatic
Club
play
Toots
Payne:
"All
right.
How'bout
judgment of the coaches.
ing* for a "spring football" team which
which
was
enjoyed
very
much.
the
Fourth
of
July?"—Exchange.
Here is the first All-American five:
Fletchers Pharmacy
has begun spring training.
Forward—Hyatt—Pittsburgh
Try our Delicious Hot
Forward—Schaaf—Pennsylvania
Nellie Cowan had been suffering
Toasted Sandwiches
We see where Northern State .Ctmlldtied from Page 1, Column S.)
Center—Murphy—Purdue
with her feet going to sleep so often.
"Best in Town"
Teacher wants an institution that will The. closing number was a vocal
Nellie went to Dr. Weems who im- Guard—Wineapple—Providence
The glad to see you itort
sing in convocation. Northern does ;,:.;iick, M. Greene, G. Hawkins.
G uard—Pickell—Arkansas
not stand along in the "want column." solo, "One Fleeting Hour," sung with mediately prescribed loud stockings.
Alternate—Churchill—Oklahoma.
much expression by Mildred Coffman.
Hyatt hails from Uniontown, Pa.;
Dot Frey (studying English):
In Australian, institutions- of learn- "Japanese Poetry" was the subject What's a metaphor, Queenie?"
Schaff, from Philadelphia; Murphy
ing, the co-eds are^ below the male stu- lectured upon by Mr. Floyd ShackQuecnie: "For cows to graze."—Ex- from Marion, Ind.; Wineapple, from
dents in social status. The class lock on Thursday night. This lecture
Salem, Mass.; Pickell, from Pocohonrooms art divided by an iron rail, took the place of the regular Thurs- change.
itas,
Ark.
Hot Lunches
Hot Coffee
the co-eds sitting in the front division, day evening Y. W. Service. This
A
seeond and third team also were
Hariret Pearson: "Can you wear
lecture was well attended and the
Hot buttered toasted
leaving the back to the men.
selected. In reviewing the work of
Sandwiches
audience gave Mr. Shacklock the re- this coat out in the rain?"
many of the college players who disNo dish over 10c
Annie Everett: "Nub, did you ever played marked ability in their respecDelicious Coffee
sponsiveness and enthusiasm he justly
see
a raccoon carrying an umbrella?" tive positions, Mr. Godfrey, in the
The best Home Made Candies
deserved.
His
lecture
aroused
keen
SCHOOLMA'AM
with the lowest price
—Exchange.
current issue of CollegaHumor, points
interest in Japanese poetry\and a good
College girls this is your first
SNAPSHOT CONTEST
to the following forwards: Charles
■top and first up to d:.te store
listner has surely heard some of the
My roommate says that the height Hyatt, Pittsburgh; Joe Schaaf, Penndown town.
CLOSES MARCH 15 lines he quoted, repeated some times of laziness, is the man who sings
Hand in groups of six now.
(Continued to Page 6, Column t.)
"Moonbeams, kiss her for me."
twice.

I-DEMOCRACY AS SEEN
AT ILLLINOIS

»•• »•■»»"

rta^K?

RALPH'S

: GEORGE'S :
Candy Kitchen
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SISTER SUSIE'S
SWEET SYMPATHY

AS THE WORLD
MOVES

VA. MEDICAL COLLEGE
RECEIVES NEW GRANT
The Medicafl College of Virginia
has received a grant from The Chemical Foundation, Inc., of New York
City which will give to the institution
for a three-year period a full time
expert for research in chemistry as
related to medicine, surgery, and dentistry, it was announced today by Dr.
W. T. Sanger, president of the college.
Certain apparatus will also .be made
available through the grant.
A year ago, it is said, the departments of chemistry and medicine began a cooperative plan of investigation which early attracted the interest of The Chemical Foundation. Its
representative in Visiting Richmond
recently complimented in highest
terms the effective plan of cooperation developed at the Medical College
of Virginia. The foundation has indicated an enthusiastic willingness to
cooperate in every possible way to
make this type of research increasingly effective.
Plans for enlarging the research
laboratory have already been made
under advisement at the college and
very shortly these quarters will be
£.\failable for the use of the'individuals
cooperating.

The inauguration-of Herbert HoovDear Aunt Susie,
As I am a young Soph, who needs er as our thirty-first president brings
much advice, I come to you, begging to mind the variety of setting and
your aid. When the team left for circumstances that has marked similar
Radford last week, I went on the occasions since the foundation of the
trip with them. Eagerly I anticipated republic. For instance, when Washthe journey and made great prepara- ington was elected, members of Contions.
With hatbox in one hand, gress with no precedent to guide them
purse in the other, hat on the back did not know what to do in the cereof my head, scarf flying in the wind, monial. So intent was the Senate
I raced to the bus. When I arrived upon debating the matter that the
there I ga&ped out, "Where are we committee on arrangements forgot to
We trust that
going?" You see we've had so many meet the president.
games lately that I was confused. no such negligence was the lot of Mr.
*
The girls, assembled to cheer and give Hoover.
the team a proper send-off, roared in
a boistrous way. Now I am the brunt
The recent discussions in Congress
of all the jokes. What can I do?
over the Cruiser bill, which passed
Foggedly yours,
the Senate on Feb. 5, have focused
Margaret Shackleford. public opinion on the navies of the
world. It seems that since the Washington Conference in 1922, we have
Dear Margaret,
The only way to stop people from lagged behind other countries in the
laughing at one is to chloroform construction of new cruisers, although
those who guff-faw. However, I may urgently need to round out our fleet.
be able to alleviate your discomfor- There is need of a continuous buildture. The word Sophomore means ing program, not only to provide for
"wise-tool"; you were wise in want- the replacement of obsolete ships, but
ing to know where you were going; to keep our navy abreast of the debut it you were accompaning the team velopments in our own and in other FRENCH SOCIETY
you could have consulted the schedule, navies. The cruiser, especially, is a
so you were a— whoa, almost said it useful type of ship for protecting
HOLDS MEETING
and I mustn't. Anyhow you were a our domestic and foreign commerce,
Soph, and you know what Sophomore which is increasing year by year.
The regular meeting of the French
means.
Club was held in Maury Hall, FebruCommander Byrd in the" past month ary 27th. The program was instructMerrily yours,
has
not only established for his ex- ive as well as interesting.
Senior Susie.
ploration expedition a permanent AntEdna Phelps read an excerpt from
artic base, "Little America," ten miles.] Dr. Wayland's book, "Travels in EurDear Senior Susie,
I admit, modestly, of course, that I inland from the ice-bound harbor ope," which gave a great deal of inam a talented young lady, yet my where the city of New York is docked, formation about customs and manners
but he has developed a landing field in Europe. A game which is often
accomplishments do not include a well
trained memory. I try and try to for his four airplanes, from which the played in France, was enjoyed by all
Miss Clevememorize speeches and forgettherfi at plane Stars and Stripes took off on the Society members.
once. Not so longv ago I tried twice the first flight made by any aircraft land, who was present assisted a great
in one class to remember a speech over this ice-bound Antartic continent. deal.
that I had learned, but in vain. I On this flight 10,000 square miles of
need a memory course, can you assist hitherto unexplored territory were
covered.
me?
LEARN THE PIANO
Forgetfully yours,
Another woman flier of the United
IN TEN LESSONS
Elizabeth Oakes.
States has broken the woman's endurance record. Elinor Smith, 17
TENOR-BANJO OR
Dearest Elizabeth,
years old stayed aloft over Mitchel
MANDOLIN
IN FIVE
I am not such a wizard at rememField for thirteen hours and seventeen
bering things my-self, so I couldn't
LESSONS
minutes in the face of strong and
very well advise you. But I can say
bitter cold winds.
that perhaps the trouble lies in the
Without nerve-racking, heartselection of your material. Try Linbreaking scales and exercises.
Perhaps we think it cold in our
You are taught to play by note
coln's Gettysburg address.
If you
own
country at times during the
can't learn that, you are hopeless.
in regular professional chord
style. In your very' first lesson
Frances Rand, a member of your sis- winter; however, we are thankful that
you will be able to play a popter class might be able to assist you. we are not buried under snowfall as
thirty villages in Jugoslavia have
ular number by note.
Encouragingly yours,
been recently. In Belgium the water
SEND FOR IT ON APPROVAL
Senior Susie.
traffic has been practically paralyzed
The "Hallmark Self-Instructby ice, while in Berlin schools were
or," is the title of this method.
Dear Senior Susie,
closed for over a week at one time
Eight years were required to
Some of us Sophs are graduating to save coal. Not only are there
perfect this great work,
The
this June, so we are looking up credits, such conditions in the above mentioned
entire course with the necessary
doing student teaching, planning com- countries, but in Rumania it has
examination sheets, is bound in
mencement frocks, ordering invita- been necessary to dispatch freight
one volume. The first lesson is
tions, having photos taken, mailing cars of food to starving Bessarabians
unsealed which tta student may
out applications, but aside from all of who have been snow-bound. In view
examine and be his own
this there is another matter that has of these facts, should we ever com"JUDGE iind JURY." The later
arisen. Some of us might contem- plain of the weather here?
part "of the "Hallmark Self-Inplate er-er-er shall we we say
stru-lor," is sealed.
matrimony? Give us some advice on
Uron the student returning
The cold-blooded massacre of seven
how to choose and keep, etc. the
any ropy of the '-Hallmark Selfmen in Chicago in broad daylight,
Right one.
Instnictor" with the seal unpresumably by members of rival bootHopefully yours,
brolr^i, wo will refund in full all
legging gang, brings sharply home to
mon'— paid.
The Graduating Sophs. the consciousness of American people
T!r. ainaring Self-Instructor
the development of conditions which,
will ! • sent anywhere. You do
Dear Girls,
in the words of one Eastern editor,
not rsed to send any money.
Far be it from me to turn a cold "are undermining the very foundation
When you receive this new
.shoulder on optimistic ' young ladies. of our social order and creating an
met' •' of teaching music, deJust at present I have no advice at abyss into which our civilization may
posit vKI, the Ps-itman the sum
my finger tips, but I understand that slip." What effect are all of these
of t • I dollars. If you are not
one of your class, Nancy Trott, has crimes of the present day to have on
enti ''v satisfied, the money
the future civilization of our counpaid v. il! be returned in full,
expressed in public some very cultry.
upon written request. The Pubtured, sound, and safe theories on the
lisher are anxious to place this
subject of love. As I am a busy (Continutd from I'age 1, Column 1.)
"Sel Instructor" in the hands
Senior, I haven't time to look the Gorden
I* (J.
Heiser (Capt)
of r.'.nslc lovers all over the
lady up, so I suggest that you inter- Subs: Quisenberry for Rosen, Sullivan
cour.iiy, and is In a position to
for Boveen, Farenholt for Heizer,
make an attractive proposition
rogate her on the subject of love. She,
Dixon for Farenholt, Heiser for
to agents. Send for your copy
I am sure, will help you. I wish you
Dixon, Shackleford for Rolston,
today. Address The "Hallmark
luck. r
Helsbeck for Hundley.
Self-Instructor" Station G, Post
Blandly yours,
Referee: Taylor, Lynchburg
Office, Box 111, New York, N. Y.
Senior Susie. Umpire: Lawrence, Roanoke.

Hinkle's
Shoe Shop

ENGRAVED VISITING CARDS

THE HOME OF GOOD SHOE
*

Pag* Fit*

I - *■ ■—-n

REPAIRING

Ladies Half soles applied without nails
Work called for and delivered.
Phone 443R
75 West Market

We can give you the very best
of work and quality of paper.
See our samples before placing
an order.
lO'/c off to College Students

Valley Book Shop

New Spring Fashions
Await You Here
IG 0 8
a ! that 8 new in S
S££2J
S?^
i
'and Accessories
P"n* Coat3
- Dosses,
ensembles, Hats,
Footwear
are ready
for
your choosing—AND should you so desire
Remember—

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD HERE
We invite you to inspect these new creations at your earliest
convenience. First In With The Latest Out.
*

. M . ItL

t*SmtCk

S.BLATT'S
B. Ney & Sons
VICTOR RECORDS
65*

Harrisonburg, Va,
Phone 5 5

>»»»■»!

WEAR MERIT SHOES AND HOSIERY"
Every Pair of our Hosiery Guaranteed Runnerproof

MERIT SHOE COMPANY, Inc.
40 N. Main Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia
O

,

Hess Studio
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Lilian Gochenour
MILLINER
Exclusive Millinery
Silk Uaderi
^-n

FETZERS'
Harrisonburg's One Price Cash Store
Newest and best things in
* Pumps, One Strap's, Oxfords, Hosiery Ac.
Van Kaalte Gloves
$1.00
Point Heel Silk Stockings
$0.95 — 1.85

"Special"

1.60
1.65

.»

'Where*

At the Candyland, where things make you feel at home.
All Fruit Sundaes and S. T. C. Specials 10c jErom ne3 until the
first of April
We www the brat Merht lunches in town
ALo Home made Csandies and Ice Cream
Always pure and fresh, two words that stand for health's sake

A trial will convince
Once a Customer, always a Customer

CANDYLAND

agam
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F., McCartney, ■ E. C Menin, M. R.,| leader.
Lena Bones, our secretary, is basMiller, S. E., Mills, M. L„ Minor, R.
ket
ball leader, and the sergeant-atM., Mitchell, F., Moon, M. R., Monahan, E., Morris, M. A., Mullins, M.( arms of the Lee Literary Society. She
Myers, ,M. L., Nichols, 11. A., Noblett, was on the hockey team.
MM of Organization
Kathryn Thayer is secretary of the
<j. A., Nuiyiallly, E. V., Oakes, J. E.,
-, Sophomore Class
Elizabeth Lassister is secretary of
Oftom, M. A., Painter,, N., Parker, J.
B., Payne, '!'., Peakem, A. £., Pearson, the Y. W. Choir.
Officers
' Delphine Hurst nl Pence, B. 0.,' Pence, G. E., Peyton,
President
Eleanor Mecartney is vice-president
Virginia Stark r.. 11., 1'hilippi, V. G., Planks, M. E., of the Choral Club.
Vice-President
,,.'.., Lena Bones Porter, C. B., Powell, M. A., Pulley,
Secretary
Charlotte Hagan is on the Breeze
Madeline
Anderson XL. A., Pusey, M., Alston, S. F., ReynTreasurer
Staff,
and is treasurer of the Choral
Betty Douthat oolds, It. Kichardson, M. 0., RiverS'ergennt-at-Arm.-i
Club.
Total Number in Organization
comb,, M. S., Roberts, M. R.> Rhodes,
"Margaret Riley is business manager
Two-hundred and three (203)
L). It., Root, E. E., liubush, F., Rust,
of
the Choral Club.
Faculty Advisors (Chosen, October 26, v., Santord, B. V., iSchuler, B.,
Harriet Dickson is on the basket
sc-nwartz, L. B., Sclater, V. D.,
1928.)
Honarary member—Mr. John Macll- .jnackiel'ord, M. F.; Shaepherd, ^ D., ball squad, and was on the hockey
3Hipp, L, ».. ^""iions, A. h, rfim- team.
wraith
Margaret Shackleford is on the
Big Sl»t"r- Miss Helen Marbut
■i.uns, M. K., Simmons, h G., aimpAnnual
Staff, and basket ball squad,
Activities of Each Advisor to the ion, *,. M., Snuth, 1'., Snntn, M.,
and
was
on the hockey team.
omith, M. A., ^mucker, K., Synuer,
Group
.Helene
Duvall, Frances Steger, and
The advisors were consulted concern- v. I)., bomers, M. G., Spain, L. B.,
Margaret
Bottom are on the Breeze
ing the year's work of the group.
..piCier, L., Sponseller, C. V., Clark,
Staff.
,. J., &WgW, V. A.„ Stephens, D. G.,
Regular Meetings
Dorothy Wheeler and Lois Hines
Time-Once about every two weeks.
otepii.'iison, ii. U; Stephensou, F.,
piace_Wherever the President sees onuman, Li. M., l'anquary,- S. E., are on the Annual Staff.
Hilda Levi, Elizabeth Crews, and
lenipie, h..„ 'Htu*, *., lliayer, K. B.,
fit call to call th«m.
Frances
Turpin were on the hockey
limbenake, L. L, Thotna, B. V.,
Special Meetings
inoma*, O., l'rott, A. R., Yurpin.F. squad.
Purport
There are many others who hold im1. To receive class privileges.
fc£ Turner, V., Trysiuger, E., Ward,
portant
and responsible positions.
2. To make plans for Sophomore U.~A> Want, v. T, Watts, E. V.,
party after Christinas.
watts', M. U:; Vvalke,-, L. 1., Weaver,
3. To elect members to student Li., vv enner, £. iVl., W neeler, 1). B.( ^Continued from Page i, Column i.)
vv'ilkcnsoii, a. F., Wine, L., Winstin, syivania; Glenn, West Virginia; HH
council.
4. To elect the annual represen- U.u., Wrenn, t. A., Williams, N. K., debiand, Butler; Strickland, Indiana;
Swarthout, Dartmouth; Churchill,
•
tative.
vvdson, E.
Oklahoma; Crowe, Notre Dame; FosActivities of Organization
A Standards Committee was elected
tei, Wisconsin; Colline, St. JoHns
for Blue Stone Dining Hall.
Harmeson,
Purdue;
admirable recoru, rating d\a m (Brooklyn);
flans were made for the Sophomore Hockey; 8rd in Basketuaii aim 2nd Sehoonover, Arkansas; Hall, Cornell;
party after Christmas,
Ridings, Oregon; Carey and Miles,
iii Swimming.
Organized hockey team.
As FrcMnmen, Bones, Noblitt, Shac- Princeton; Dudley, Loyola (BaltiFinancial Report
kicio.il and Dixon played a splendid more) ; Bishop and Thomson, Kansas;
Balance brought over from
hand of varsity basketball and are Nigro, Kansas State; Krueger, Army;
1927-28
?29'20 repeating their last year's perfor- Thompson, Montana State; GleichB
Collected from dues
26.90
man, Northwestern; Tiffany, Northmance again this present season.
western;-Lade, Ames, Fodder, Yale;
$65.10 •Our rreshman Sport Leaders were Wasta, Temple; Craig, Missouri;
Total.
17.42 Bonea for Hockey and Basketball, Wittee, Nebraska; Less, C. C. N. Y.;
Disbersements
i,,xo„ m Baseball, and Douthat in
Twag'ood, Iowa; Huff, Furman; DowTennis.
On hand ...
W™8
.tin, Wake Forest; Patch, New HampThis year, 1928-29, Hi hockey, the shire; Gaylor, Maryland; Estabrook,
Sophomore Class Roll
Adams, H. W., Aldhizer, V. S., Sophomore'B rated 3rd place. The Vermont; Reeves, Danville Normal:
Albaugh, H., Anderson, M., Anderson, ■ basketball tournament and the swim- Ballard and Patterson, Oregon State;
, glggera, Lawrence; Ketchersid, OcciM. M.. Antrim, M., Archibald," R-r ming meat are yet to be finished.
We have competent leaders also for dental; Hall, Lombard; Taylor, .WilArmentrout, L., Austin, P., Baber,
M. M., Baker, M. T. Baker, M. A., this year's sports. In Hockey we liam and Mary; King, Drake; McBane, D., Barnes, B. L., Barett, L., were
led ~,
by Wilson;
Basketball, Bones || MiHfoi; Idaho; Taylor, Beloit; Fawcett,
«t,c .v■
Baytho, E. E., Bean, 0., Beiser, C, •gain gave her able help, and for: ;HRniord; O'Connell, Harvard; CorBell F. B., Bennett, J. B., Bevcrajre, Swimming Wilson once moie held the )(1)> im||ana: Stevens, California;
R.. Blaloch, G. L., Blanton, H., Blank-1 same position.
Farrin, Navy; Garish, Carleton;
enbaker, L. Bird, K., Bishop, A. M.,; On a whole this clas; may be said ; Du|;e, Bradley; Coggeshall, Crinnell;
Bishop, E. M., Bones, L., Borum, D. j to lw a formiable contender for the ■ white of Butler and Cohalan, ManB., Botkins, M. C, Bottom, M. Bow- championship in every sport. The i
nattan.
man, V., Bradford, J> S., Bratton, C, | Teams representing the class have alBrinkley, F. E., Brockett, A. H., way. excelled in sportsmanship and
THE TENNIS SEASON
Brown, A. M, Brown, D., Budd, V. K.,
taimesj, cleanness and a thorough
Buchanan, M. Campbell, J., Car, M.,
OPENS
knowledge of the game, which they
Cassell, A. L., Christian, M., Cleve-1
land, B. L., Coleman, L., Collins, F. j were playing.
"I believe that in the future practiS., Copenhaver, L., Cowan, N. M.,
(Covtvwcd how. Page 1, Column 4.) cally all the ranking tennis players
Chick, E., Cox, M. N., Chews, N. E.,
secretary of the Aeolian Music Club, on this side of thewaterjillbejolCundiff, J., Davis, M. A., Dice. M.,
lege men;" says William E. Hinchliff,
Mae Brown iS treasurei of the
Diekenson, A., Dickerson, H. W., Dodcoach of tennis and squash racquets
son. E... Douthat, B., Downey, E. E., Par? Literary Society.
at Yale, in the April College Humor.
Hallie Ward Adams is President of
Duling, J, L., Duvall, H. E., Edwards,
"At Yale it is estimated that twoM. W.( Earl, M. L.„ Elam, E„ Ellis, .the Art Club.
Margaret Simmons is vice-president thirds of the students play tennis.
L. V., Ellis, M. C,„ Engleman, V. L.,
The number of courts could be doubled
Everett, A. E., Hagan, M. K., Finkle- Igf the I.anier Literary Society.
again and there would still be too
Betty Douthat is a cheer leader.
stein. S. S., Firebaugh. G., Firebaugh,
UM Hinkle is president of the few. The P»I»»tonr .ichooIs of he
('., Forectw, M. U., ,Frey, D. V., 2
_ . .
.■•__ country
mm m oro
vounfi:
are fillpH
filled with brilliant young
I'VJJr, M. R., Garber, M. M., Gill. Blue Stone Orchestra, and business players. It takes no stretch of the
B. L., Gilliam, V. R., Glass, M. G.,\ r.anager of. the dance orchestra.
Mary Buchanan is treasurer of the imagination to see them playing tenCwGodman, M. P., Gore, E. J.. Hagan,
nis am! continuing their interest in
C. R., .Hamilton, W. L, Hardy, E.,' Blue Stone Orchestra.
the game when they matriculate at
Ilaskirs., k L., Hearrin^. V. D., i Sadie Finkelstein is a leader of the the higher institutions of learning.
Heath. $L D., Henderson, N. E:,! ,':'.nci: orchestra, and president of Le
"Speaking of tennis in a general
Hight. M.. Hines, L., Hinkle, M. M., C'jicle Francais.
way, I would like to point out the
Dorothy
Rodcs
is
sergeant-at-arms
Hotter, M. U., Hudgins, E. K., Hud-j
fact that the dope is upset in tennis
gins, H;, Huff, E. M., Humphries, N. [ :;'•(• Frances Sale Club.
probably less than in any other sport.
Dorothy
Frey
is
the
Lee
critic,
and
M., Hurst, I. D., Jarrell, M., Ingle,
When both players are in trim and
on
the
Breeze
Staff.
J. E., Jennings, E. L., Johnson, F.,'*
Harriet Pearson is president of the fighting for all they are worth, you
Karnes, H. M., Kaylor, G. V., Kelly,
will have a hard time finding a sport
M. A., Kelsey, F., Kerr, G. D., Killing- rJjSlion Club.
Nan Henderson is treasurer of the that brings such consistent victories
er, I., King, V. E., KUing, L. H.,
to the admittedly better player. It
Knight, D., Kulmann, E., Lassieter, M. Catillion Club.
is a sport where one can work with
Axie
Brockett
is
sergeant-at-arms
E., LeGrande, M. V., Lester, A. F:,
7
of
the
Cotillion
Club.
j
Dae
* game at practice andleeT con-Levi, Dy D., Lovi, H. P., Lowman, M,
Evelyn
Wilson
represents
our
class!
tident
that the breaks of the game
. K., ManUply, C. L., Marshall, A. L.
on
the
Athletic
Council,
is
class
swimj
will
have
little or no effect on the outMartin, E. F., Mathews, L. A., Meming
leader,
and
was
class
hockey'
come
of
the
contests."
Cabc, M., McCormick, 9. E., McGee,

S> T. C.
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JEWELERY
IS YOUR FROCK
l
4

"Wall-Flower"
Proof?
If your frock came from
our store of course it's
"wall-flower" proof.
It is cleverly styled, too,
and doesn't cost half as
much as you would think.
Even Freshmen know
that!

The Dean Studio
(Operating nearly half century)

PHOTOGRAPHS

Complete lines of Jewelery
and kindred lines.
Expert Repair Work

D. C. DEVIER & SONS
On Right at S. E. Cor. C. Sq.

NICK & CO.
Cleaners
2 doors North of
Virginia Theatre
Modern Cleaning & Pressing
Expert Hat Cleaning of allkinds
Electric Shoe Repairing
Shoe Shine Parlor for Ladies
and Gents
Work called for and Delivered
Phone 265W Harrisonburg, Va.

A DELICIOUS TREAT,
THAT'S HARD TO BEAT

s

ANITARY Your Favorite
ODA
Sandwich
ANDW1CH
Toasted
yHOPPE
Latest Records

for every need
"Service With A Smile"

OUR SHOES
Keep' your feet vigorous and
ready for any task
Good looking, too and retain
their shape

Hosiery
-^"Aa you like it"

Diamonds

Watches

John W. Taliaferro
JEWELLER & OPTOMETRIS
Established 1879

YAGER'S
Shoe Store

Harrieonburg't Oldeet, Largeet

(Fine Shoe Repairing)

and Beet Jewelry Store

DRXNK
AT OUR FOUNTAIN
We know that one visit will lead to others: for we are sure that our desire to
please you, backed by our ability to
serveyou, will result in making you a
good friend of our Fountain.
Try some of our new specials.
Whoope Special lOcts. Dot Special 10
Peggy Special 10. All fruit Sundaes 10c.
Dimples lOcts.

VIRGINIA DRUG STORE
The 3fexoflL Store
PRESCRIPTION PHARMACISTS
Phone 426

B. Ney & Sons

All Coats and Dresses

Harrisonburg, Virginia

REDUCED

f

B. Ney & Sons
Opposite the Post Office
On the Ml

